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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the simulation-based synthesis of
optimum dispatching rules for the wafer test area of a
semiconductor production plant. The target of the optimisation task is the minimum average lead time under the
constraint of maintaining on-time delivery. Dispatching is
a very fast and robust technique for sequence-planning
even when cycle times are not perfectly controlled. A
broad range of standard dispatching rules can be found in
the literature, each with its own strengths and weaknesses.
Less information is available on the use of combinations
of these rules. An analysis of the properties that influence
the lead times and delivery dates of the lots in the facility
shows that composite dispatching rules need to be used
to meet the specified target.
In this paper we describe how simulation is used to explore the design space of composite dispatching rules.
Based on a simulation model of the entire wafer test area,
we have tested various combinations of dispatching rules
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under realistic operating conditions. The optimum rule
combination thus found leads to an average lead time reduction of 15% while maintaining, or improving, on-time
delivery.
INTRODUCTION
The design and fabrication of an integrated circuit is a
complicated endeavor (Boning 1991). Modern semiconductor technology uses fabrication process sequences that
consist of several hundred process steps. An integrated
circuit (IC) is created from a raw semiconductor wafer by
sequentially applying a specified processing sequence to
the wafer. Wafers are moved through the fabrication facility (fab) in lots of 20 to 100 units. In general, more than
one processing station is qualified to perform a given
processing step in a product’s processing sequence. Product lots are routed from one processing station to the next
according to station availability. Process flows are reentrant, i. e., a lot may pass through the same group of
processing stations up to more than 20 times according to
the process technology used.
At the end of the processing sequence, which may take
several weeks to complete, basic device functionality is
verified at the parameter control measurement (PCM)
step. Finally the ICs are electrically tested against product
specifications on the test floor. Those circuits that do not

pass the test are flagged and the tested wafer is shipped to
the customer. Due to the large number of ICs per wafer
and the complexity of the circuitry, the final testing of an
entire product lot may take more than a week.
The development of new fabrication processes and new
product generations continuously pushes the limits of
knowledge of the physics involved. Fabrication facilities
and equipment involve large investments that are amortized by fabricating a large number of different product
families at a given facility. Fabrication facilities, in general, are not purpose-built for a specific product. Rather,
product and process technologies are developed for existing facilities.
The facility considered in this paper comprises more than
1000 processing and testing stations and handles between
500 and 1000 different products and several hundred
process flows in several process technologies simultaneously. Total output is about 30000 wafers per week.
Work-in-progress inventory (WIP) is a significant cost
factor, as is equipment utilisation. Demand is extremely
volatile both in total volume and in the mix of the products. An effective dispatching strategy is crucial for keeping WIP low, meeting delivery schedules, and maintaining
responsiveness to order fluctuations. The average run time
of product lots through the facility is an excellent indicator
of how well these criteria are met.
SITUATION ANALYSIS
In Figure 1 the complete process that is performed in a
production line is shown. Beginning with the arriving of a
job in the plant it makes its way through the manufacturing area and the backend of line to the parameter control
measurement (PCM).

Figure 1: Principle process flow: from silicon to a finished wafer
When a lot passes the PCM it is carried to the wafer test
area (WTA). The emphasis of this work is on the WTA at
the end of the production cycle; this area is therefore discussed in more detail.
The WTA consists of more than 100 testers. Dependent on
the product type of the specific lot it can be processed on
one to about 30 different testers. This number of variability is called the “flexibility” of the lot.
Whenever a tester finishes processing the current lot a
green light on top of the machine indicates to the operator
(skilled worker in the WTA) that it is ready for the next
lot. The operator then uses a terminal placed in the vicinity
of the tester to determine which of the lots that are cur-

rently waiting can be processed on this specific machine.
He is presented with a sorted list of lots and he is supposed to take the one on the top. The sorting of the lots is
done by the dispatch software based on specific rules (dispatching rules).
Based on these rules the sequence of the lots through the
WTA is decided. This has enormous effect on the average
lead times and the adherence to delivery dates.
As we will show, a broad range of rules and combination
of rules are principally applicable, each with its specific
strengths and weaknesses. To identify which rules contribute most to the given objective is quite a complex and
delicate problem. Thus the problem was solved using a
detailed simulation model of the testing area as test-bed
for assessing and optimizing different rules.
OBJECTIVES
The overall objective of our project was to identify, develop and optimise new dispatching rules for the testing
area. Target of the optimisation process was to reduce the
average lead times of the lots through the WTA under the
constraint that the adherence to delivery dates has to be at
least the same as today.
The lead time of a lot (time span from entering the WTA
until leaving it) is the sum of all waiting times before
processing and all physical processing times. It is obvious
that the physical processing times cannot be reduced by
dispatching rules, so only waiting times can be affected
by. In fact dispatching rules may change lot sequences
which yield in shorter waiting times.
Most time several lots are waiting for the same resource,
respectively a tester. These lots differ in their properties,
for example:
x their flexibility (on how many testers in the
whole WTA can it theoretically be processed).
x their process time (the time it takes to perform all
the necessary tests).
x their delivery date – some lots have to be delivered earlier than others.
x set-up: Does the specific machine need to be setup, or is the lot tested before of the same type as
one of the currently waiting ones?
Because of these lot-specific properties the sequence of
lots does affect the average lead time and the adherence to
delivery date. Therefore an ideal dispatching rule has to
consider all this information in the right way. How the
properties influence the objective and how the “right” balance can be found is shown in the following sections.
APPROACH AND ASSUMPTIONS
Now we know that our rule consists of the right combination of the lot-specific properties; dynamic, discrete com-

puter simulation is the right way to meet this challenge.
Why?
x We have to regard that the lots in the WTA affect
each other - lots are fighting for the same resource at the same time – the WTA is a very dynamic system.
x Static analysis has already been shown to be insufficient to meet our goals.
x Similarly without any reliable test-bed human intelligence and expertise turns out to be insufficient to deal with that amount of complexity.
x The product mix of the fab (which lots are in the
WTA present at the same time) needs to be considered for finding the rule – exact quantification
of the effects can only be done with simulation.
x The real process is not available for experiments
as it operates 24 hours 7 days a week. Any application of dispatching rules that are not fully
tested would bear too much risk.
As we need only relative comparisons of different dispatching rules, we can reduce the effort for data collecting
and modelling by allowing some simplifications and abstractions between real world and the model. It is not the
aim of the project to predict absolute production values as
well funded predictions of future orders are not available
anyway. It is expected that rules showing better performance with past data will also promise a performance increase for future orders. The model will be based on the
following assumptions:
x The availability of the testers is not affected by
dispatching rules, so we don’t have to consider
machine break-downs in our model.
x The same applies to transportation times of the
lots from one machine to another – in the simulation model the transport times are zero.
x In reality the plant is operated by a limited number of machine operators. So if several machines
need to be set-up at the same time additional
waiting times may occur due to resource bottlenecks. In our perfect simulation-world we ignore
these operator based bottlenecks and assume to
have an unlimited amount of operators available.
The relative comparison is nevertheless exact.
The following chapter describes how the model was implemented.
THE SIMULATION MODEL
The model was built using the discrete event simulator
eM-Plant™ in version 7.0. EM-Plant was developed as
SIMPLE++ (Simulation in Production Logistics and Engineering programmed in C++) by Tecnomatix, Stuttgart
(Germany). Today eM-Plant is a standard software in the

automotive industry for object-oriented graphic and integrated modeling, simulation and optimisation. Complex
systems and business processes can be represented in a
realistic way. The advantages of conventional concepts
such as modules, language and lists are integrated in eMPlant. EM-Plant is a single simulation system for production, logistics and engineering; these are the reasons for
choosing it.
Following some details about using eM-Plant for our
problem are described. Our model consists of entities,
modules, tables and methods. Entities represent the lots
travelling through the plant. All characteristics of a lot are
assigned to the entity using custom attributes. For the intermediate buffers between the machines the standard
module “storage” from eM-Plant is used; the “station”
module is used to model the testers.
The main task of model implementation was to reproduce
the correct flow of the lots through the wafer test area,
which is controlled by the specific dispatching rules. Each
lot is attributed with a product type (over 1000 different
products) and the number of wafers within the lot (between 1 and 50). Lots are generated by an order source
randomly based on distributions retrieved from historical
production data. Each lot generated waits in a storage until
a tester becomes available and the dispatcher clears the lot
for processing. The wafers are tested for a determined
time which usually varies according to the product type. If
no further inspection is needed the lot exits the testing area
and leaves for shipping.
In our model the interval for order arrival is based on an
exponential distribution. The values for the product type
and the number of wafers are sampled from empirical distributions based on data analysis of the real WTA. Controlled by these distributions the entities (lots) are created
and their attributes are assigned. Typical attributes are
product type, entering-time, number of wafers and a table
of the process sequence specified for the specific product
type (see window in figure 2). The entries for a process
step in the sequence table are process time, the code for
this process step and a table of suitable working stations
(testers).
After assigning the basic attributes the entity is sent to a
storage, where an entrance control calls a user defined
method (methods see figure 2 on the left side). This
method writes the type of the entity and some other relevant information into a custom attribute at each station
where the specific lot can be processed. This attribute is
called the “virtual-buffer” and is realised as a table containing all lots that can be processed on this specific station. Doing so for each station the “virtual-buffer” contains all actual lots that are waiting for processing.
Another method searches for all potential testers (see figure 2 middle) waiting for a lot and moves the lot the specific station.

Whenever a station finishes processing another method is
called which chooses the next lot from its virtual buffer
based on the actual dispatching rules.
The tested lot is moved to the exit method as the new one
starts processing. In the exit method all relevant statistics
are written to internal tables. At the end of a simulation
experiment the collected data are written to MicrosoftExcel for further data processing.

ProcessingTimeFirst – SPTF). Another and probably the
most important positive effect of SPTF is that the average
number of lots waiting in the WTA is reduced (see also
(Rose 2001)).

Figure 3: Effects of ShortestProcessingTimeFirst (SPTF)

To execute series of simulation runs we have implemented
an auto-experimenter. This module refreshes experimentdependent variables between every simulation run (experiment) and writes the results via ActiveX in a predefined Excel table, from which several charts and experiment summaries are automatically generated. Statistics of
interest are for example minimal-, maximal- and average
door-to-door time, maximal- and average WIP, utilisation
for each station, number of tested lots per station, maximal
numbers of entries in the virtual buffer per station or calculation time per run.
Based on the simulation results we developed and optimised the new dispatching rules for choosing the next lots
from the virtual buffer.
RESULTS
First we want to show the possibly not so obvious positive
effects that the consideration of the processing time of a
lot in the dispatching rules can have. Figure 3 shows a
scenario where two lots are competing for a tester. Let us
assume that lot 1 has a processing time of 1 time unit, lot 2
of 10 time units. In this simple case two sequences are
possible: If we process lot 2 first an then lot 1 the sumlead time of the both lots calculates to 21 time units. For
the second possible sequence – first lot 1 and then lot 2 the
sum is only 12 time units. The difference is 43% with the
higher value as base! This example shows clearly that the
optimised dispatching rule has to regard among other parameters the processing times in that way that the lot with
the shortest test time should be processed first (Shortest-
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Figure 2: Screenshot: Part of the simulation-model

But unfortunately the situation is not that easy: Without
considering other lot-specific properties SPTF performs
rather poor. It does not optimise the adherence to delivery
dates and leads to a very unbalanced tester-utilisation that
in turn results in increasing waiting times.
As already mentioned, the combination of the lot-specific
properties to a single rule is the key for success. This
proofed to be true after a large number of simulation experiments. Based on heuristic optimisation and far reaching discussions with operators and process experts we
achieved our aim. A weighted linear combination of the
lot-specific properties provided the best results.
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Figure 4: Lead time reduction with optimised dispatching
rules
In figure 4 we show three graphs, each representing a specific dispatching rule. On Y-axis we have put the leadtime reduction in percent, on X-axis the average tester
utilisation. Unfortunately but understandably we are not
allowed to present the exact dispatching rules and values
of utilisation. But the effects are clear: Compared to the

“old” rules currently implemented the optimised rules
perform better, the higher the average tester utilisation is.
The reason for this behaviour is found in the fact, that an
increasing plant utilisation leads to a greater average number of waiting lots in the intermediate buffers and therefore to an increased spectrum of possible solutions for
choosing an “ideal” lot. For every rule the average leadtimes grow with increasing values of utilisation, but using
the optimised rules with a lower gradient.
The positive effects of the optimised dispatching rules for
the real WTA can be summarized as following:

The formerly developed optimised dispatching rules
minimise the average lead times by 15%, the scheduling
even up to 41%!

Lead time:
x at the average tester-utilisation of the real WTA a
reduction of about 15% is achieved!
x the relative reduction increases heavily with
higher tester utilisations (see Figure 4)
Adherence to delivery
x guaranteed at least equal to today’s values
x in average better because of shorter lead times
Average number of lots in WTA (WIP)
x 15% less WIP caused by 15% shorter lead times
Investment necessary to implement
x no invest in new hardware necessary
x it is estimated that the implementation of the new
dispatching rules in the WTA will need an effort
of about one personnel-day
However, one interesting question is still not answered so
far: How near to the theoretical optimum perform the new
dispatching rules? Or the other way round, how much potential is still available for better rules?
To answer this question we have made the following estimation: We took a representative lot-arrival-sequence to
the WTA with a duration of three weeks and fed it into our
simulation model. During simulation execution the sequence of the lots through the WTA were logged using the
old dispatching rules. Then the new dispatching rules and
a heuristic optimisation algorithm based on Simulated
Annealing were used to optimise the order sequence in
order to reduce the average lead time to a minimum. Because of the long calculating time we allowed the heuristic
algorithm to perform, it is quite sure that the found sequence is very close to the theoretical optimum. The results are shown in figure 5.
The figure shows two Gantt-Charts representing the sequence of the lots on a section of some stations. One line
in the chart stands for one tester, each rectangle for a specific lot. The darker a rectangle on the chart represents the
longer the waiting time of the specific lot. As expected we
see that the sequence based on dispatching produces more
“dark-lots” than scheduling does and it takes longer time
to finish processing all orders.

Figure 5: Dispatching vs. Scheduling (Simulated annealing)
Now we know that our sequences generated by our dispatching algorithms are far away from the theoretical optimum, but what are the reasons for that?
The answer is quite clear: Dispatching chooses the lot to
be processed next under the number of lots that are actually waiting in front of the specific tester and has to decide
its solution based on general rules considering only local
information. Simulated Annealing does not decide on specific rules, but it tests a vast number of sequences and
takes the best it finds. Furthermore the scheduling algorithm was programmed and optimised to reach the theoretical optimum in a way to consider the lots that will arrive in future too. Dispatching cannot use this information
because it is impossible to predict exact arriving times of
lots in the real WTA.
On the other hand in the real WTA the scheduling algorithm cannot be implemented because of the limitations
found in real processes like machine break-downs, unknown or not exactly known process times and long calculation times. Anyway the result is a good estimation on
how good our new dispatching rules perform.
Finally the project-team could convince the plant manger
responsible for the WTA to implement the new dispatching rules in the real facility.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Dispatching is a very fast and robust technique for sequence-planning. A broad range of dispatching rules can
be found in literature, each with its own strengths and
weaknesses.
The most attractive rule for a given problem has always to
be customized to the special facility and the given objectives and requirements. Our project has shown that all lotand facility-properties that influence the lead-time and the

adherence to delivery have to be combined in the right
way to reach the theoretical optimum as near as possible.
Human intelligence and expertise is insufficient for dealing with that amount of complexity. Even simple combinations of rules have surprising effects. It has been shown
that computer-simulation is a very comfortable, efficient
and maybe the only tool for finding the optimal solutions
for a real facility. The return on investment of the presented project is excellent.
The next logical step for the project team is to optimise the
dispatching rules beyond the wafer test area, for the whole
fab. To find the optimum for this problem it seems to be
necessary to include one more dynamic property of the
facility, namely the actual number of waiting lots on the
downstream stations (see figure 6).
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Figure 6: Lead time reduction with optimised dispatching
rules
The figure above shows a simple scenario of two lots
waiting before station 1. Lot “P1.1” has successor “Station
2” and “Lot 1.2” the “Station 3”. If we proceed lot “P1.1”
the average lead times are shorter than otherwise. This
effect has to be considered by the dispatching rules.
First simulation experiments have shown that finding the
optimal combination is very critical but not impossible.
The project-team is confident to reach the goal again.
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